Online State Level Patriotic Songs and Poem Recitation Competition in connection with Independence Day, 2020 organised by Directorate of Cultural Affairs, Assam

Terms & Conditions-

1. Only one entry will be accepted per participant. Multiple entries in each competition from the same participant will be disqualified.

2. Participants should not be less than 16 years of age and not more than 25 years as on 01-08-2020.

3. Participants must register his/her Name alongwith Address, Mobile Number, Passport size photograph (One copy), Age Proof Certificate and any one of Assamese song’s voice clips (not exceed than 90 seconds) sung by the participant himself/herself only through registerdca@gmail.com. (*No need to submit any voice clips for Poetry Recitation section). In the subject of the mail, the Competitors shall clearly mention the participating section (i.e.- Patriotic Song Competition or Poem Recitation Competition). A participant can apply in both competitions with separate registration only.

4. Closing time & date for entry will be till 11:59 PM of 08/08/2020. After this date, no further entries to the competitions will be permitted. No responsibility can be accepted for entries not received for whatever reason.

5. Participants need to perform individually using webcam or cell phone camera with good audio & visual quality through suggested application by the Authority. Appearance must not contain any provocative, objectionable or inappropriate content.

6. Participants cannot use any kind of recording studios or recording apparatus during competition time. If any kind of doubt arises, he/she will be automatically disqualified at that moment from the competition by the Authority.

7. Participants for singing competition will have to sing any one of song out of 4nos. of songs within 3 (Three) minutes listed follows-
   i)  দিশ দিশ নন্দিত আজি (বজ্রবাণী)
   ii)  শবাইশিল শবাইযাট (বজ্রবাণী)
   iii)  এহিমোব কামকাপ ধাম (বজ্রবাণী)
   iv)  ডেকা গাভকব দল (বজ্রবাণী)

(Above mentioned songs are now available in the Directorate’s YouTube Channel).
8. Participants for Poem recitation competition will have to recite any one of poem out of 3 nos. of poems within 3 (Three) minutes listed follows-
   i)  মোহ দেশ (কবি – হীরেন ভট্টাচার্য)
   ii) অসম গৌরব (কবি- পদ্মধব চলিহা)
   iii) জন্মভূমি (কবি – নলিনী রালা দেবী)

(Above mentioned poems are now available in the Directorate’s Facebook Page)

9. Participants of Singing Competition may use maximum 4 nos. of instruments (Accompanists must maintain Social distance), if necessary. No extra time will be provided for arrangements during performance.

10. Participants of Poem Recitation may use 1 no. of instrument during competition, if necessary.

11. Name of the winner will be declared by the way of announcing his/her name on daily newspaper to be published on 14th or 15th August, 2020 & Official Social Media site of this Directorate.

12. In both the competitions, winners will be awarded Prize Money along with certificate of Excellence. The amount of Prize money is as follows-
    1st Prize- Rs. 10,000/-
    2nd Prize- Rs. 7,000/-
    3rd Prize- Rs. 5,000/-

13. Authority won’t entertain any allowances to the participants in any conditions. Any disturbance of Internet or connectivity during competition from the part of Competitors, Authority won’t be responsible.

14. Decision of the Judges of these competitions will be final. By entering this competition, an entrant has agreed that he/she is bound by these terms & conditions.

15. Directorate of Cultural Affairs, Assam reserves the right to limit the number of Competitors and cancel the competition if any circumstances arise thereof.

Sd/-

Director of Cultural Affairs,
Assam, Guwahati